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Emma Eckert : Close-ups of a Tiny World

By Bob Eckert, SUN Arts Editor

Editor’s Note: This is the first in a
series of articles about artists coping with the pandemic. Although the
vaccines are providing much needed
hope at this time, it’s still important
to follow CDC guidelines: social
distancing, hand washing and mask
wearing. I hear you, I’m suffering
from virus fatigue also, but there
are ways to cope, such as in-home
art projects. If you, or someone you
know, is dealing with social isolation in an interesting artistic manner,
please let me know at: rgsunarts@
yahoo.com.

T

here are all kinds of portraits: pet, school, wedding, formal, informal —
you name it. Photographer
and writer Emma Eckert
has possibly opened up
a new genre — mantis
portraits, as in praying mantis.
Feel free to hum the tune, “It’s a
Small World After All,” while reading the story.
“This year was definitely the year
of the mantis,” Eckert said. “As I
looked through my insect macro
photos, there was an abundance of
mantids (and wasps). The last of
the insect photos from this summer
were from early September, before
the temperatures started dropping at
night.”
While Eckert was thinking about
many of the insects she'd encountered during the warmer months, she
went into the kitchen to get something and saw tiny legs poking out
from behind the pump of the soap
container on the sink. She initially
thought it was a spider, only seeing
the leg, but then she realized that it
was a tiny, newly hatched mantis.
“I picked it up carefully, and moved
it over to the bodhi tree, trying to
think of where a good spot for it
would be,” she explained. “I was
worried that it wouldn't have enough
to eat, so I put it in a jar with a spider
plant shoot, and figured that I could
have Mike (her husband) bring home
pinhead crickets for it to eat, though
I was hesitant about having another
'pet' to take care of.”

Eckert named it Grogu, after the
'Baby Yoda' from the Mandalorian
Star Wars series her family often
watches, since they share similar
mantid looks.
“Once he (it...) was in the jar, I began
to wonder where it came from, and
remembered that I'd seen an ootheca
- a mantid egg case - on the rope of
one of our hanging plants that had
been outside for the summer, and
we'd brought them in for the winter,”
she explained. “I remember thinking that the ootheca was probably an
old one, or that it would hatch out
when we put the plants back outside
in the spring. I guess the warmth
of the house told the little guys it
was time to come out, because I
went back to the kitchen and started
looking around on the plants in the
windowsill, and started seeing lots
of the little guys. I found six, and
then when I went back to look again,
there were 10. I figured we'd have a
little mantis sanctuary on the kitchen
window.”
Eckert was wondering what to do
about the gnats that had begun to
multiply in one of the plants nearby
when it was overwatered, but realized the newly hatched mantids
were actually perfect, since the gnats
would serve as their food source.
“Maybe some of the mantises will
survive and we'll put them outside in
the spring,” Eckert said.
Close-up photography

Long before the pandemic, Eckert
has been involved in macro, or closeup, photography. Being at home has
brought a lot of strain to everyone,
but having an outlet such as her photography has helped her with some of
the stress.
Eckert recently talked about her
close-up photography origins.
“One time I was walking with a
friend to class,” Eckert began. “We
were talking, and I pointed out something on one of the nearby trees, how
the light was hitting the seed pods.
Something that I thought was pretty
obvious and expected little or no response. She thanked me for bringing
the beauty to her attention, and said
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